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Introduction
Tablet shipments reached 58.56
million in the first quarter of 2014,
down 30% on quarter and up 4.6%
on year, which came as a result of
Samsung Electronics and Lenovo
pushing their product lines fully into
the market while Apple saw weak
shipments.
iPad shipments reached 15.85
million units while non-iPad units
reached 22.31 million, down 20% on
quarter and up 30% on year. Whitebox shipments meanwhile reached
20.4 million in the quarter, down
on year, due to the off-season and
competition from low-priced namebrand products.
Apple and Samsung remain the
top two in terms of shipments, but the
gap between them has now shrunk to
6 percentage points (pp). Lenovo is
now in third while Asustek Computer
is trailing behind. Amazon slipped to
seventh place and Google tenth.
Taiwan makers shipped 22.15
million units in the first quarter to hold
over a 60% share. Hon Hai ranked
first while Pegatron was second,
and both makers suffered from
declining orders from Apple. Quanta
meanwhile benefited from Asustek’s
T100 and saw its overall shipments
increase during the quarter as a
result to take over the number three
position, passing Compal. Compal
saw shipments draw meanwhile as the
Kindle Fire lifecycle had yet to come
to an end.

Second quarter forecast
Digitimes Research estimates that
global tablet shipments will reach
61.42 million units in the second
quarter of 2014, up 4.9% on quarter
and up 30% on year. The top four
non-Apple tablet vendors are all
expected to release new units during
the quarter, including low-priced
units, and demand for tablets with

calling functions are expected to bring
demand for white box units as well.
The top four vendors, including
Samsung Electronics, Asustek
Computer, Lenovo and Acer are
expected to ship 24.62 million units in
the second quarter, which represents
a 50% increase on year. Apple iPad
shipments meanwhile are expected to
reach 13.5 million, down 14.8% on
quarter, while white － box shipments
will reach 23.3 million.
Samsung is expected to reach a
market proportion only 2pp behind
Apple due to its new market strategies
in addition to new tablets released in
the market during the period while
Asustek will benefit from increased
cooperation with Intel, bringing it
to the number three spot ahead of
Lenovo. Acer is expected to hold the
number five spot.
In terms of processors, Samsung,
Asustek and Lenovo will use
Qualcomm, Intel and MediaTek
products while Samsung and Marvell
products are expected to be on the
decline.
Taiwan tablet makers’ ranking
in terms of shipment proportion
meanwhile is expected to remain the
same in the second quarter but their
shipment proportion percentages
will fluctuate as Foxconn will see
a decrease from Apple for iPad
shipments and as Quanta benefits
from new Asustek and Android tablet
orders.

shipments landed at the end of the
fourth quarter of 2013, and Apple
shipped more than 5 million units in
the fourth quarter.
The first quarter also suffered due
to white-box vendors seeing a slow
period during the Lunar Holidays in
February.
In terms of OS, Intel’s Bay Trail-T
processor and Android made slow
progress and dual OS systems also
caused PC shipments to drops.
Samsung and Lenovo were the

Key factors affecting tablet shipments in 2Q14
Factor

Item

Analysis

Samsung
Apple
Brands

Asus
Lenovo

Strategies
App
Purchasing
rights
OS

White-box
vendors

Educational
tablets

Sales

MediaTek quad-core processors
will be used in Tab A7, Tab A8
and Tab A10 units

ˀ˓˓˓

ʾ˓
ʾ˓

Microsoft

For tablets and smartphones
under 9-inch Windows OS
purchasing rights are free.

ʾ˓˓

Windows

With Microsoft releasing the
Windows 8.1 update 1,
detachable model demand will
grow.
Second-quarter 2013 there was
an oversupply in the white box
tablet market.

ʾ˓˓˓

Intel Public
Version

Intel and Foxconn are
cooperating to design and
produce Android PCBA
technology for white-box units.

ʾ˓

Microsoft

Microsoft, Intel and white-box
ODMs are cooperating to make
US$100 tablets.

ʾ˓
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QoQ
YoY

2Q'13
46.9
-16.2%
48.0%

3Q'13
62.8
29.3%
42.4%

4Q'13
82.9
15.3%
11.4%

1Q'14(e)
58.6
-29.3%
4.6%

2Q'14(f)
61.4
4.9%
30.8%

Source: Digitimes Research, April 2014

Shipments by product - iPad, non-iPad branded and white-box,
2Q13-2Q14 (m units)
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Intel

Pushing educational tablets in
emerging markets

ʾ˓˓

HP

HP is aiming at the education
segment in US and India.

ʾ˓
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ˀ˓˓˓˓
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The second quarter is the
traditional slow season.

60%

-40%
ʾ˓

Supply side
Most shipments will come from
hardware brands’ low-priced units,
including Samsung, Lenovo, Asustek
and Acer.
Apple will push for its iPad 4
to replace the iPad 2 in the second
q u a r t e r a n d O ff i c e f o r i P a d i s
expected to help push sales as well.
The Windows tablet market is
expected to grow due to Microsoft
releasing licensing fees for Windows
for free.
Continued on page 7...

20%

ʾ˓˓

Office on iPad was released.

Key factors affecting tablet
shipments in 2Q14

30%

ʾ˓˓

iPad 4 replaces iPad 2 at US$399

vary enough from notebook vendors’,
bringing about lower-than-expected
results.

Global tablet shipments 2Q13-2Q14 (m units)

ʾ˓˓˓˓

iPad

Traditional
slow season
Markets

Galaxy Tab 4.7-, 8- and 10.1-inch
units with Qualcomm processors
will be Samsung’s focus.
The second quarter is the slow
season for iPad
3G MeMO Pad, new Transformer
and T100 with Intel chips will
begin shipping

Influence
on
shipments

Office

2013

Key factors affecting tablet
shipments in 1Q14
Supply side
In line with decreased shipments
from vendors in the first quarter,
demand was also down for displays.
Originally, shipments were expected
to be stronger in first quarter 2014,
as a significant volume of iPad mini
shipments were originally thought to
be delayed from the fourth quarter
due to production yields with Retina
displays. However, the supply chain
quickly resolved the issues and the

most active players during the first
quarter while Amazon and Google fell
behind largely due to sales down in
Europe and North America markets.
As brand vendors continued to lower
the specifications and pricing for their
products, as well as further entering
the China supply chain, whitebox vendors have been attempting
to turn the tables by increasing the
specifications on their products.
In terms of specs, dual-core
processors are slowly replacing single-

core processors, panel resolutions are
increasing from WVGA to WSVGA
and tablets that can also make phone
calls are increasingly being launched.
Demand
In the fourth quarter of 2013,
brands promoted their products by
slashing prices to push sales during
the end of year hot season. With
prices returning to previous levels
and the first quarter being the slow
season, buyers were not aggressive
about purchases.
Tr e n d s s u c h a s l a rg e - s c r e e n
handsets replacing tablet products
were evident in the first quarter.
Entry-level units aimed at emerging
markets and tablets with calling
functions did not have enough value
while high-end units’ pricing didn’t

25

10

Emerging
markets

Tablets with call functions
expected to grow in demand in
emerging markets.

ʾ˓˓

Samsung

TabPRO and NotePRO product
lines will drop 7-10%.

ʾ˓

Amazon

Kindle Fire products will drop by
as much as 20%.

ʾ˓

Note: The more stars, the higher the influence.↓indicates negative influence,↑indicates a positive influence.
Source: Digitimes Research, April 2014
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3Q'13
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